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Mayor & Councillors of the City of Chilliwack 
8550 Young Road 
Chilliwack, BC, V2P 8A4 
 
November 29, 2010 
 
Re: Application for Development by Kirkness Pacific Holdings 
 
We write to you to express our concerns about the lack of candour from the 
mayor and councillors regarding the Development Application of Kirkness Pacific 
Holdings Ltd.  The media stories in the Progress and Times in early October 
have highlighted some of the issues we have.  The impression given by the 
mayor was that she had no knowledge of this development application, however, 
on October 28th at a Yarrow Town Hall meeting Councillor Huttema announced 
that “The Ministry of Energy and Mines has sent a notice to the City that there 
has been an application.  The City commented that it would not conform to 
zoning or the OCP so it would have to go through a public consultation process.” 
It took a Freedom of Information request to get the facts.  The request from the 
MEM was received by the Engineering Department on February 25, 2010, and a 
response  dated March 12, 2010 ended with the sentence “In summary, I have 
attached your letter with the City's approval subject to the conditions noted 
above.”   
 
Our group of residents assumed that our mayor and councillors could be 
depended upon to  use the Official City Plan as the template from which to 
govern since it represents the vision  of the people of Chilliwack.  We helped to 
develop, shape, and approve the plan, and we believe in it.  We plan to defend 
the OCP and the provisions therein.   
 
We believe that the City made a questionable decision in light of the options 
provided since clearly the “conditions noted above” are references to the OCP.  
We believe that the correct option should be “APPROVAL NOT 
RECOMMENDED – REASONS ATTACHED.”    We contend that there are some 
factual errors and omissions in the memo of March 12 and the City should have 
the courage to correct them. 
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The zoning of Lots 44300 and 44100 is clearly not compatible with those of the 
KPH development plan; they are in a RSV-1 geologically sensitive area, within 
Development Permit Area 2, not within the Soil Removal Areas, and have 
“significant identified or suspected hazard as a result of steep slopes.”  
Development Permit Area #2 is designated according to Section 879(1)(a) and 
(b) of the Municipal Act to protect the natural environment, its ecosystems and 
biodiversity, and to protect development from hazardous conditions.  Further, the 
City attached a covenant which prevents residential development on Lot 44100 
after a slide destroyed a house.  All the OCP related facts above speak against 
allowing the planned building of a conveyor and loadout area by excavation, 
blasting, and destruction of vegetation and habitat. 
 
To be absolutely clear, we are not speaking against the current KPH gravel 
mining operation at its present location; we are objecting to the “amendment to 
the existing permit” to extend a conveyor down the north slope of Vedder 
Mountain, and the proposed change in use of the two lots.  That, we believe is 
completely contrary to the OCP and current zoning specified within the OCP. 
 
We will outline for you the major issues we have with the KPH Development 
application. 
 
First, the proposal suggests it will solve the traffic problem on Cultus Lake Road.  
It fails completely to address the fact that the traffic problem is displaced to 
Vedder Mountain Road.  We must also point out that the distance from the KPH 
quarry to the Vedder Bridge is the same as from the intersection of Giesbrecht 
Road/Vedder Mountain Road, so there is no saving in road distance.  Second, it 
proposes to excavate the toe of the mountain to clear approximately 9 acres of 
land with the end use being residential development. All that without any 
engineering in place!  Third, it fails to deal seriously with the effect of all that 
destruction of natural mountain side, the run-off effects, and the impact it has on 
a number of residents.  Fourth, it uses hot-button terms like “environmental 
benefits,” “carbon footprint,” and other very general unspecified terms without any 
explanation or evidence in how those things would be accomplished.  Fifth, there 
are many factual errors related to zoning, OCP (i.e. “no OCP designation”,) 
distance to nearest residence, and residents to be affected.  Sixth, there are a lot 
of future “promises” of what will be done (studies, engineering, etc.) once 
permission is received to go ahead with his plan.  We have appended a 
professional environmental analysis commissioned by our group to substantiate 
our observations. 
 
We believe that the mayor and council should be expected to exercise due 
diligence in screening proposals in order to avoid unnecessary costs and 
liabilities for the applicant, the City government, and residents. 
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In the spirit of the Official Community Plan which “is about partnerships ... and 
most importantly, [partnership with] its citizens,” we propose the following actions: 
 
1. That the Council re-analyze the KPH Development Application and convey any 
factual errors to the Ministry of Energy & Mines immediately. 
 
2. That the Council reconsider and re-write the request for comment received 
from the Ministry of Energy and Mines on February 25, 2010 with the Official 
Community Plan as the default position. 
 
3. That the Council re-evaluate the categories under “Response Summary” on 
the request for comment form and select the more appropriate category. 
 
4. Finally, that the Council consider a joint press release with our group to show 
the community that we are fulfilling the positive relationships signalled in the 
Official Community Plan as we move forward into the New Year. 
 
In light of recent controversies pertaining to gravel mining, we can not 
overemphasize the importance of revisiting the decision on this application. The 
February 25th memo is essentially a “pre-approval” and will encourage the 
Ministry to also approve the application.  Once the Ministry of Energy & Mines 
approves a mining permit, even local council decisions regarding zoning may be 
overruled.  
 
We do not think that the mayor and councillors would wish this industrial 
conveyor system, which would be highly visible from most of Chilliwack, to be 
their legacy.  We urge you to follow the OCP vision approved by the residents of 
Chilliwack to let “it act as a policy guide to Council for short and long-term land 
use and development decisions, including associated social, economic, 
environmental and physical development.” 
 
The undersigned urge you to seriously consider our request, and if you wish, we 
would be prepared to make a presentation to Council in support of our position. 
 
Respectfully submitted by the undersigned (501signatures attached).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attachment: Madrone Environmental Services report 
          Signature Pages 

 

 

 


